Are you shipping, transmitting, hand-carrying, or transferring an item outside of the United States?

Yes

Is the item listed on the Export Administration Regulations Commerce Control List or the International Traffic in Arms Regulations U.S. Munitions List?

No

Are you sharing, transferring, or discussing information (including technology and technical data) or software with a foreign national, in the United States or abroad, or otherwise taking or transferring such information abroad?

Yes

No Export Control License Needed. Documentation of your reasoning and conclusion is required.

No

If software, are you sharing encryption software?

Yes

No

Is the information or software educational material taught in a catalog course and associated with a teaching laboratory?

Yes

No

Are you exporting the item, information or software with a sanctioned country or a restricted party or do you have reason to know that the item, information, or software will be for a prohibited end-use?

Yes

No

Is the information or software within the public domain?

Yes

No

Is the information or software the result of fundamental research performed within the United States at an accredited institution of higher education?

Yes

No

Is the information or software listed on the Export Administration Regulations Commerce Control List or the International Traffic in Arms Regulations U.S. Munitions List?

Yes

Export Control Analysis Needed!

Please contact Angela Richmond at arichmond@umces.edu or 410.221-2015

No

No Export Control License Needed. Documentation of your reasoning and conclusion is required.